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l. Introduction
The performance of LSI has been dramatically improved

as a result of scaling down the device size. However, such
improvement of performance in LSI level is not ui*uys
reflected to the improvement of performance in systern
level. This is begguse the perfoinance of a system is
eventually, limited by the data transfer speed of electrical
wirings which are employed as buses to send and receive
the -data among LSI chips (bus-bottle neck). Such
bus-bottle neck becomes more serious in a 

'parallel

processing system t1]. To solve such bus-bottl-e neck
problem, we have -proposed to employ a high-speed
optical interconnection as the data bus 

-to 
coniect'LSl

chips, In this pap_er, we demonstrate that the optical date
ffansfer between LSI test chips is successfully performed
in a multi-chip module with optical intercor*rttion.

2. _Multi-chip Mpdule with Optical Interconnection
The cross-sectional structurebf multi-chip module with

optical interconnection is shown in Fig.l. hrthis system, a
polyimide optical waveguide with aluminum- micro-
mirrors is formed on the substrate called the optical plate
[2]. Several LSI chips with photodiodes are riountei on
|h." opical plate fu-or'reh cbpper bumps by using the
tlrp-chip bonding technology t3l. vertical-cavity surface
ggjtting. laser diodes (VCSELsI are integrated onto theLSI chips t4-1. The optical couplingf between the
waveguide and VCSEL and photodiodJ is achieved by
using the micro-mirrors whiih are formed under th;
waveguide. VCSELs are integrated by using the flip-chip
U:4fqg_!"chnology as shown in Fig. 2. Ulper ele-ctrod'e
of vcSEL is electrically connected io Al pdd on LSI chip
through beam-lead pad, Au/In bump and Cl b,rmp.

3. Result and Discussion

. 
Fig.3 shows- a_ photomicrograph of VCSEL chip

integrated 9n !_SJ -chip - 
The VCSEL chip is flip-chii

bonded on the LSI chip-after the careful alignment,,iing u
special -chip aligner [5,6]. It is clearly obserued in lhe
figure that beam-leqd_pads of VCSEL-chip are precisely
aligned to {.u/kr and cu bumps of LSI chip. A light signal
pattern emitted from vcsEl- integrated onto LSI chip is
tttoyr inTig.4 (a). A very uni-form signal pattem is
obtained. Fig.4 (b) shows I-v characterisiics or vcsEl
integrated on LSI chip. It is observed as shown in the
figure that a fonvard cunent of vICsEL increases after
VICSEL chip i_s integrated on LSI chip. This is caused by
the decrease of the series resistance aj a result of thinning
vcsEl- chip for the integration. we evaluated the opticfr
data fiansfer characteristics between VCSEL 

- 
and

photodiode through optical waveguide with micro-mirrorstl ? multi-chip module with optical interconnection.
Optical signal emitted from VISCEL anO propagated

through the polyimide waveguide is successfully detected
by photodiodes as shown in Fig.5 where the reverse
current of photodiodes at the different stages of
micro-mirrors is plotted. The separation of micro-mirrors
is 200 1r m for each stage. The distance between two chips
is 7.5mm. Therefore, fifttr stage in Fig.5 means the data
transfer distance is 8.5mm. Thus, it was confirmed that
optical data ffansfer is successful performed in our
multi-chip module with optical interconnection although
the detected signal intensity decreases with the stage
number of micro-mirror due to the reflection loss of
micro-mirror. The reverse current of photodiode is
re-plotted as a function of the stage number of
micro-mirror in Fig.6. The reverse current decreases with
the stage number of micro-mirror. Such decrease of
reverse current can be minimized by optimizing the
micro-mirror design. Fig.7 shows the reverse current of
photodiode as a function of VCSEL forward current. The
reverse current of photodiode increases indicating the
maximum value of l02pA at the VCSEL forward current
of 6.5mA as the VICSEL forward current is increased.
Such dependence of photodiode reverse current on
VICSEL forward current corresponds well to that of the
output optical power emitted from VISCEL on VICSEL
forward current.

4. Conclusions
We have fabricated a multi-chip module with polyimide

optical waveguide in which LSI test chips with VCSELs
and photodiodes are flip-chip bonded on the optical plate.
Micro-mirrors are used for optical coupling between the
waveguide and VICSEU photodiode. Optical data transfer
was successful performed in such multi-chip module with
optical interconnection.
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(a) Vertical direction to the optical waveguide.
Photodetector

(b) Horizontaldirection along the optical waveguide.

Fig.l Cross-sectional structure of nrulti-chip module with

optical interconnection.
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Fig.3 Microphotograph of VCSEL integrated on the LSI chip.
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(b) I-V characteristics ofVCSEL.
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Fig.5 Reverse current change of photodiode caused by signal

light propagated through the waveguide.
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Fig.6 Reverse cuffent of photodiode as a function of the stage

number of micro-nrirror.
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Fig.7 Reverse curent of photodiode as a function of VCSEL

forward current.
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(a) Microphotograph of

emitting light from VCSEL.
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Fig"Z Integratian af VCSEL onto LSI chip.
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Fig.4 Characteristics of VCSEL integrated on the LSI chip.
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